
Change MCU on W205…W222  

 
For the unlocked cluster not need to install the filter "EZS-Cluster", the filtering function already 

integrated into the patched cluster firmware. By this reason, the firmware update of cluster with 

Xentry or other tools is turned off for avoid of jump back of old km value from EZS after firmware 

update. 

1. Working with cluster BEFORE desoldering of MCU: 

 run MBcleaner, connect with cluster with button "READ", better if it will be installed in the car. 

 - read EEPROM: by the button "EEPROM->File". 

   One array of EEPROM is usually secured by reading, the software warns about it - it's normal if it 

will be occures just one time. If it was many times - then something bad with CAN bus or cluster 

memory. The dump of readed EEPROM will be bad, can't be used for transfer to new MCU. Then 

better to leave EEPROM untouched in the unlocked device. 

For clusters W213 and W222 Full LCD: some of these cars with latest firmware in cluster, have not 

one of hidden(unreadable) arrays in EEPROM. These arrays are used for store of immobilizer data of 

car (FBS). When read the EEPROM, the Programm will show the warning but also will do the try to 

restore these "hidden" areas.  

If this restore will be finished NOT Successfully (unknown sw version as example) then the name of  

produced EEPROM file will be marked with "_bad" suffix. The “bad” EEPROM dump may be restored 

from the archive file maded with function “Backup All Info and Send”, see the button. If you see the  

“bad” in file name, please send us the mail with this archive file with message asking us to restore of 

EEPROM. 

 - read SCN: Put the mouse pointer to the table of KM values (left side of Cleaner window, under 

Main KM field). Then, click the left button of mouse on this gray(green) field. Press  Alt+W on 

keyboard, the window "SCN operate" will be opened. 

   Press "Read SCN" for reading of SCN data into the new file.  

2. Verify the numbers shown on the SCN window of MBcleaner  with MCU that you have ordered.  

Must be equal ALL 3 NUMBERS! 

 

3. Find the pin 1 of MCU on the PCB of cluster, remember where it’s located. 

    Replace the old MCU in PCB of cluster  with unlocked one. The temper. of air flow must be 250-

260 degrees! Better to use a small bottom heater also, it helps to make replacing of MCU easily. 

IMPORTANT!  After soldering, check the rightness of rotation (pin 1 of MCU must be on the required 

place of PCB!)  

Check the quality of soldering WITH LOUPE: no bridges between the pins of MCU, all pins are well 

soldered to the PCB with flux. 

 

4. Assemble the cluster, then connect it to the car. 

 Run MBcleaner, connect again with cluster by the button READ. 

 - Write EEPROM back to the cluster with file stored previously, by the button "File->EEPROM". 

 

That's the end, the cluster is ready to use. 



 

Adjust Main km value in cluster , adjust Assist/Assist+ or other accessible data as you need. 

Erase all errors  with Xentry tool.  



Disassembly of FULL LCD 

 



BONUS info: 
The Full LCD clusters such as W222 or new W213, have a full set of settings configurable right by the 

SCN coding (Petrol or Diesel or Hybrid as example), you can change type of cluster with simple 

writing of SCN or EEPROM readed earlier by the cluster with settings that you need. 

 

The clusters with arrows, such as W205 or W213, have a most of settings stored on EEPROM, the 

property "Diesel-Petrol" and other settings too, but they have a difference in the count of LEDs and 

LED driver devices mounted on the cluster's pcb.  

If you have no equal cluster for change, as example you have unlocked Petrol cluster but you need 

Diesel cluster, you can get a pcb by unlocked Petrol cluster and install it instead of pcb of locked 

Diesel cluster. But, please  look carefully: the count and location of LED driver chips on the both pcb-

s must be equal. For W213 arrows, the LED driver devices placed not on the main pcb but on the 

rounded pcb-s of arrow motors, see both sides of pcb-s. 


